
 

Individual site-specific submission to Plan Melbourne Refresh RE: Impact 

on  Pioneer Road, Yarrambat 

1. This property is located at  Pioneer Road Yarrambat, and was purchased in 1989 with 

established urban reticulated infrastructure and capacity. Note: the sewerage and drainage 

easements on the property. It consists of 14.5‐acres and has been used consistently for grazing. 

 
2. These acreages have not yet been developed for residential purposes, and I notify Plan 

Melbourne Refresh that I continue to intend to utilize this land to its highest and best use as 

purchased. This includes proper consideration of all prior land use and development 

applications pertaining to this land, as well as those in conjunction with adjoining , and 

 Ironbark Road,  Diamond Creek.  (See group submission.) 

 
3.  Pioneer Road was purchased specifically to provide desired combined development 

options for the above adjoining latter properties enabling unique  opportunities with dual road 

frontages and dual urban infrastructure options. 

4. I (and/or nominee) request to be heard fully on all aspects of this submission by  the Plan Melbourne 

Refresh policy team (including manager) and  the advisory committee. 

 

 

5. I object to the locking down of the Melbourne New Metropolitan Urban  Boundary and the cementing 

of the green wedge into perpetuity. 

 

 
6. Plan Melbourne Refresh contravenes significant planning objectives in Victoria,  which is to “provide 

for the fair, orderly, and economic and sustainable use and development of land.” 

 

 
7. Local and state government are continually being reminded of the need to  equitably correct this 

land, now to General Residential Zone, and include it correctly in Melbourne’s New Metropolitan  

Urban Boundary, irrespective of final site‐specific land use. (Please refer to all my       

submission to date, including the interrelated group submission to Plan Melbourne Refresh.) 

 
8. This will ensure the lands inclusion of all services and strategies (including the new ones, if already 

redirected or planned to be, despite objections) 

 
9. The cementing of the green wedge on private land is unfair and unreasonable. It will severely limit the 

potential to further develop my property and its land sustainability. It is discriminatory as a materially 

impacted acreage landowner, and detrimentally impacts on my rights as a fee and simple property 

owner. 

 

 
10. The impact of such serious disadvantage is already illustrated with Nillumbik Shire’s proposed 

significant landscape overlay C81, and interrelated Green Wedge Management Plan proceeding to be 

heard early February 2016. 

 

 
11. The above Panel Hearing and processes should take place after the finalisation of Plan Melbourne 

Refresh, and not prior to it. 

 

 
12. If the contents of my submissions (individual and interrelated group) to Plan Melbourne Refresh are 

over‐looked, and it succeeds in locking down  Melbourne’s New Metropolitan Urban Boundary (or 

other) with my lands exclusion, I reserve all my rights of appeal including inquiries and those to the 
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open and transparent courts. This includes incorrect and inequitable cementing of my above acreage 

property as Green Wedge land. 

 

 
13. Also, see all parts of the interrelated group submission (including my property location) and note the 

supporting information and evidence to all of these submissions. 
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